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F
or years, the lower-order ocular aberrations of 
refractive error and regular astigmatism have 
been corrected with spectacles, contact lenses, 
corneal refractive surgery, and IOLs. Each modal-

ity has its niche in eye care, but knowing the source 
of ocular astigmatism is critical when considering a 
toric IOL. Well into the decade of refractive cataract 
surgery now, accurate IOL power calculations are more 
important than ever. The formulas used depend on 
keratometry readings and axial length, and the instru-
mentation to provide these data is evolving. Although 
they provide useful data on the anterior surface corneal 
curvature, keratometry readings or their simulation 
from corneal topographers (so-called SimKs) fall short 
when used to estimate total corneal power after refrac-
tive surgery. The reason is that the mires of keratom-
eters are apt to fall on the transitional power zone after 
surgery, leading to errors approaching 1.00 D in power.1 
For this reason, the routine use of measures of central 
corneal power has been promoted (http://iolcalc.org).  

A FRESH LOOK AT THE POSTERIOR SURFACE
Regarding the accuracy of astigmatic correction, I 

would emphasize that the posterior corneal surface is 
not a silent spherical partner in the measurement of 
corneal power.2 Rather, it adds a variable measure of 
cylinder that ranges from 0 to more than 1.00 D in the 
patient population.3,4 Although an average offset for 
this astigmatism has been incorporated into a nomo-
gram—an invaluable contribution by Koch et al5—
there is a range, which will lead to a certain error in a 
substantial number of cases. 

An accurate determination of corneal power is 
clearly needed, not just from reflection corneal topog-
raphers but from devices that can assess posterior 
corneal astigmatism as well. Now out of production, 
the Orbscan was the first widely adopted slit-scanning 
device capable of measuring posterior corneal astig-
matism.3 Follow-on technology used the Scheimpflug 
principle to increase depth of field so as to deliver more 
accurate corneal profiles and measurements of anterior 
chamber depth and volume. A number of studies have 
used this technology to refine estimates of posterior 
corneal astigmatism. Data from these devices can be 
used to refine estimates of total corneal astigmatism as 
well as to aid selection of the proper toric IOL.

CAN YOU USE A NOMOGRAM FOR POSTERIOR 
CORNEAL ASTIGMATISM? 

 The bull’s eye of expectations among today’s cata-
ract patients is smaller and farther away from the 
archer (surgeon) than ever before. Patients with sig-
nificant amounts of cylinder who are candidates for a 
toric IOL will not be pleased with an over- or undercor-
rection. Rather than just use the average, surgeons will 
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do better by preoperatively measuring the posterior 
corneal astigmatism and using that information along 
with anterior surface astigmatism when selecting the 
IOL. Many clinics now have Scheimpflug tomographers 
that can perform these measurements with acceptable 
repeatability and accuracy.

NEW TECHNOLOGY 
Preoperative measurements of total corneal astigma-

tism cannot prevent all refractive surprises, owing to 
the contributions of both corneal surfaces. Currently, 
at least two real-time intraoperative aberrometers are 
available in the United States. Assuming maintenance 
of the proper IOP and no contact between the specu-
lum and the globe, measurements of total corneal cyl-
inder taken with these instruments immediately after 
the lens’ removal will be highly precise, even in eyes 
that have undergone keratorefractive surgery.6 Then, 
surgeons can compare the optimal toric IOL indicated 
by the aberrometer with their preoperative calculations 
and decide whether or not to refine their lens choice. 

There is still a question about the stability of toric 
IOL correction over time, but unless the lens rotates, 
the change in correction should be small. This may not 
be the case for astigmatic corneal incisional corrections, 
which are subject to wound healing.

WHAT IS IN THE PIPELINE?
The ophthalmic industry seems to have opti-

mized the preoperative accuracy and resolution of 
Scheimpflug tomographers. A rumor is circulating that 
a manufacturer of a reflection corneal topographer 
is developing a method by which to use the second 
Purkinje image (from the corneal endothelium) to mea-
sure posterior corneal astigmatism, as was done with a 
straightforward approach 2 decades ago.7,8 One of the 
more unexpected (at least to me) technologies coming 
to the forefront, however, is the application of swept 
source optical coherence tomography to accurately 
measure the tomography of both corneal surfaces.9 

As Yogi Berra predicted, “The future lies ahead!” I 
would add that we are not done yet. n
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